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the year and. the loong hot summer, it’s 
or, more accurately, Fancrastination.

THEME No. 1 NOVEMBER 1983

Edited and published by Vin/ Clarke on 
the KTF Press at 16 Wendover Way, 
Welling, Kent, DA16 2BN, England, 
where every prospect pleases but the 
putting into practice is vile.
If you expect to be coming around this 
way and want to drop in, ring 01
304-9340.

THE THEME FOR THIS ISSUE IS:

5\es I dence
This ’zine has taken as long to 

gestate as a giraffe -430 days- and I’m 
sorry for the delay, contributors (don’t 
hit me again, Margaret) but what with a 
glitch or two in my life style early in 
been Procrastination is a Way of Life..

My sincere thanks, anyway, to the contributors - MARGARET HILL, whose first 
appearance outside Microwive this is; to LEE HOFFMAN and PAMELA BOAL, both of 
whose pieces were extracted with delicate care from chatty letters; to MAT, 
ASHWORTH, whose dream house would appear to be the ideal ’87 World Con site; and 
to JON WALLACE, who reminds those of us sitting in cosy semi-detachecfe of the 
grimmer side of the problem of residence. .

I thought it only fair that I should join the others with some personal 
memories. Well, you know how it is - when you’re writing about yourself you 
find yourself fascinating, but writing about a Residence housing two fans in 
what now must be regarded as prehistoric times found me condensing"with both 
hands. Sorry I couldn’t get in STEAM (Regd.), Ken.

Being old, boring, etc., I thought a teeny delving into fandom’s past might 
be expected. Alas, on looking into some classic items - Walt Willis’s mention 
of a cockroach proceeding over a fannish floor in the Beep South, Bill Temple’s 
series on The British Fan in his Natural Haunt in the pre-war Novae Terrae, the 
material was so embedded in its context that it was too difficult to extract. 
In any case, two recent books — Damon Knight’s The Futurians and Fred Pohl’s 
The Way The Future Was give warts—and—all pictures ol' really ancient fannish 
residences. But as I regard it as a Sacred Duty to publish extracts of CHUCK 
HARRIS whenever I have the opportunity (extracts as the world is not yet ready 
for the full texts), I was pleased to find a small but shining example of the 
Theme m a letter published in Hyphen 29, September I96I. Thank you, Chuck and Walt.

Finally, many thanks to the mighty ATom for the cover and most of the . ? 
illos and titles — I’d hate to calculate how many Atomillos have appeared in 
fanainea an Institution in himself if not a Residence. And finally finally 
if it comes out the silhouette at the top of this page is of an extremely well-* 
known but little-seen residence - the original Tower of the Enchanted Duplicator.

*****************



"Trust Vin/ to think up a subject like 
’residence*", I thought, when he asked (begged?) 
for a contribution for THEME; this is to be 
my first and probably last experience of 
"outside" writing and it has to be a topic 
about which I know very little and care even

...... . leS8« Then it came to me. I have lived,
albeit temporarily, m three residences which provoke considerable comment and 
hold much mystery in the minds of laymen. They are not the hotbeds of vice 
and depravity which they are commonly believed to be, but they do have their 
moments. A few anecdotes will suffice, I think, to admit you to the secret 
world of...wait for it...no, it’s not worth it...NURSES HOES.

I left home at eighteen to join the ranks of the overworked and underpaid, 
just three weeks after waving goodbye somewhat apprehensively to my schooldays. 

My friend and I were allocated an attic room in an enormous old building which 
began life as two pretty large houses. The four flights of stairs to our floor 
were fine m the mornings, when we rose eagerly at six a.m. (ah, the enthusiasm 
ol youthj) and ran, caps askew and capes flying, down them. We didn’t find them 
so hot as we struggled upwards footsore and weary at five-thirty p.m. There 
were four double rooms on our landing, with two washbasins at the end; baths and 
loos were on the next floor down. I firmly believe that one of the main reasons 
that nurses get so tired is the inconsiderate design of their dwelling-places. 
The communal sitting room with black-and-white telly was situated on the ground 
™™ad‘,aC?nJ tO the fr°nt d°°r* In here» Experienced’ i.e. second-warder 

, nurses regaled us newcomers with horrific and hilarious tales of life on the 
wards. Having one’s new flat black shoes ’chrirtened’ by an elderly patient 
during transportation between bed and commode seemed to be the initiation rite.

The girls rarely dated men from within the hospital confines; one can 
easily become entrapped in the social life of the medical community and most 
preferred a variety of conversation , etc., in their off-duty hours. Variety 

’ ^dginf 5 th® motley aS8ort®ent of ®en that kept coming 
? secretly entertained in one’s room and ousted at eleven o’clock 

harp. The housemother could detect a male murmur at a hundred paces. She



would, knock loudly on the offender’s door, pronouncing that it was well 
past eleven and all visitors should have left. This did the offender no 
good at all in the eyes of her colleagues who’d just dropped off, only to 
he awakened by the untimely and unrequested reminder of the hour.

Nothing very interesting happened at No. 7—9, unless you count the 
time late at night when I detected the smell of burning down below. I 
rushed down the aforementioned stairs, clutching an enormous fire 
extinguisher (whilst trying to read the instructions on the side) and burst 
into the kitchen to find two Indian girls experimenting with cooking liver. 
The room was filled with acrid blue smoke.....

After about 7 months, my room-mate and I were moved to No. 3. we had 
no choice of abode, we were simply "placed”, as they put it. We were 
dismayed, since we knew no-one at this home, but we were pleasantly surprised 

. to fXd that our ground-floor (heavenl) room had its own ^shbasrn and 
storage heaters (the other had had a non-functioning radiator), and that the 
fooeXl “tb »eU >st across ths lading. Wbai l-ury.l Therewas even 
a fitted carpet whereas previously we’d just had a rug on bare bo . 
was not long before we discovered the main disadvantage of this residence. 
The ground floor was occupied by a student nurse who was also a nun, ana 
Irish1too. She could talk the hind leg off a donkey and, because of her 
vantage point, often way-laid our visitors at the front door She examined 
their motives before she let them pass. Her memory was so, bad that she 
often told them, "No, so-and-so doesn’t live here any more, because she d 
forgotten our names. The situation became so serious that id I was expecting 
Terrv to arrive, I would watch from the window in order to reach the door 
befSe I think she believed me to be psychic for the visitor
always turned out to be for me. Anyway, the place was never as friendly as 
No.^-9, and when I fell too ill to continue my training a couple of months 
later, I wasn't really sorry to leave.

Within four months, I was ready to seek 
employment again. For the want of something 
better, I took a temporary job as a nursing 
auxilary at a geriatric hospital in a village 
nearer my home. I eneded up staying for 18 
months, and would have remained longer but for 
the fact that we got married and lived too far 
away for me to work the unsocial hours deman
ded. I arrived at this establishment mid
morning one Saturday and reported as required 
to the porter’s lodge where I was given a set 
of keys.

"Nurses home’s round the back, love, just 
follow the track, can’t miss it, it’s up on the 
back there."

I climbed back into the car alongside Terry, 
and we edged slowly round the side of the 
building, scattering a group of geese and chickens



in our wake. The car climbed, a small hill.

"That must be it up there" said. Terry,

"Surely not," I exclaimed, in surprise. Above us at the end. of the track 
was a low dark wooden hut. "Looks like a village hall," I exclaimed, horri
fied.

It wasn’t so bad inside. We discovered a well-equippped kitchen and 
utility room, as well as two showers in addition to the normal bathroom 
fitments. My room, however, towards the far end of the building, seemed 
dark and depressing in the cold January light. The furniture had seen 
better days, presumably some years ago, and it was back to bare boards 
again. The bed had castors on all four legs sp that a restless sleeper 
could end up on the other side of the room in the morning! Much comment 
was made later when the floorboard under one of my bed legs had to be re
placed to prevent me falling down through the hole.

I soon settled in and became part of the ’family’ of full-time auxil
iaries, ancillary workers and pupil nurses on secondment residing in the 
house. Our live-out housekeeper Doris looked after us and ours very well. 
Since I didn't use the automatic washing machine myself, Terry often brought 
his laundry down to b^e dohe overnight. If I was late up I’d find Doris 
neatly folding his clothes from the drum. He became part of the ’family’.

Visitors were generally ignored by the hospital authorities, but one 
girl nearly blew it for us all. She jettisoned her boy friend through the 
window when she heard the Nursing Officer in the corridor outside her room. 
Unfortunately, it was daylight and her window faced the hospital. His 
expulsion was witnessed by at least a dozen people. The regulations were 
tightened a little after this, but as long as no damage was done to the 
property and no trouble caused, we were left very much to our own devices. 
It was a. glorious place to live. Until....

One night four of us had the fright of our lives. I should first 
explain that we'd all previously heard what sounded like someone walking 
across the roof in Wellingtons during the night, and various other unexplain
able noises about the place, but no one took any notice. I do not believe 
in 'ghosts* as such. My home village is supposed to be the most haunted in 
England, but although I've walked through the streets at all hours I've never 
seen anything unusual. (Curiously, all the’sightings’ have been within stumbling 
distance of the village's three public houses.) Anyway, one evening Sally, 
Carol, Dee and myself were watching the box in the sitting room, with the 
door shut. We all distinctly heard three footsteps in the corridor outside, 
and Dee called out, believing it to be her friend Debbie returning from her 
day off. When there was no answer, we were puzzled. Then it dawned on us 
that we'd not heard the front door open, nor did the footsteps continue.

We all leaped up clutching lethal weapons; I had my dressing scissors, 
which were necessarily blunt-tipped; Carol had a knitting needle and Sally her 
dinner knife. We flung wide the door to confront the intruder. Nothing was 
there except an icy atmosphere, unusual in itself in a place where tjie central 



heating worked, only too well, and it was a warm July night. We telephoned 
the porter, who checked the home inside and out. We were quite used to the 
odd proirler as the hospital was situated on the edge of a wooded common.... 
but no one was found. However, as the evening progressed panic set in 
amongst us, and I telephoned Terry to come down and stay. We were all 
going to sleep in the sitting room as we were too frightened to he alone in 
our rooms and it was the only warm spot in the place, although the radiators 
were turned full up. When Terry arrived he too sensed that something strange 
was going on . His presence did nothing to calm us, so in the end we all 
fled to Maidstone, where he and his brother Martin put us up in their humble 
abode. Eventually we got some sleep, despite the fact that the cat, 
frightened by all the strange bodies on the floor of the living room, crash- 
landed on Carol’s stomach in the middle of the night.

The following morning at eight o’clock we felt ready to face the world 
and the home again (and we presumed the ridicule of the rest of the hospital 
staff, although this didn’t happen when they realised how terrified we all 
were). As we were preparing to leave, the door bell rang. It was the gas
man wanting to read the meter. Just as Terry was explaining to him that
only he and his brother lived there, we four girls trouped through the 
living room. The gas man looked surprised, then shocked, then he grinned 
and winked at Terry. All Terry could do was to return the grin and shrug 
his shoulders. He probably has quite a reputation at the Gas Board now!

The mystery of the footsteps was
never fully explained, although we came 
to believe eventually that the noises 
were caused by rabbits burrowing under 
the floor. As far as I know, it never 
happened again. Shortly after our 
marriage the hospital closed. The 
buildings now stand empty, after having 
temporarily been used as a half-way house 
for some of the Vietnamese Boat People.

a '

My experiences of Nurses Homes has 
been limited but varied. I can honestly 
say that none of them were remotely like 
the awful one in the TV series ’Angels’, 
where everyone is at each other’s throats 
most of the time.

Generally, we all had a good time, 
away from the life and death situations 
which are part of the everyday routine 
on the wards. Not that I’d want to go 
back. There’s a lot to be said for the 
privacy afforded by your own home. It’s 
a bit more comfortable, too.

**************************************************  *********** ************* *********



Some might hold, it an incontrovertible proof 
of my unimaginative, inauthentic, bourgeois 
existence that I have lived most of my life 
in houses* Over the last few years,admittedly, 

I have been trying to do something about this, owing my inspiration to a 
cartoon in which a woman is saying to a friend, as the husband disappears 
out of the door: "It’s his scheme for cutting down, on accidents in the home- 
he spends all his time in the pub.” But still the habit dies hard.

Houses, after all, when all is said and done, at the end of the day 
(Have YOU joined CKCO - The Campaign for Killing off Cliches by Overwork?) 
do have certain advantages - especially at the end of the day, I find. 
Advantages over what?. Well, over lawns, park benches, cardboard boxes, 
Corporation rubbish tips and are the rich and varied alternatives we are 
used to in Yorkshire.

The chief of these advantages, of course, is that - in most cases - 
they keep your books dry. Not, I hasten to add, that I’m really trying 
to establish a House Marketing Board publicity scheme to try and persuade 
the uncommitted among you to change your habits and take to living in a 
house. No, no; rather, I’m trying to find a plausible excuse for owning 
two of them a.t.m.i.t. (at this moment in time).

That Life frequently takes me by surprise (actually waking up in the 
mornings is a bit of a stunner for a start) may not be unknown to some 
readers. Even so, I think you will concede that for someone who had to 
borrow £250 from his mother to buy his first house (that was the full 
purchase pricej Honest.) and then managed to lose £25 on the deal when he 
sold it eight years later, to wake up to the fact that he now has not only 
a pleasant detached suburban house but also a four—bedroomed Dales farm
house with three acres of land and a stream can be a little startling. I 
have, of course, had to recognise for some time now that I have a bad case 
of Collecting Mania which is the envy of every magpie I’ve ever met, but 
this, I think, is getting a little ridiculous.

Things, however, are rarely what they seem at first glance. In 



order to achieve the present state of affairs something had to go. Up 
to now it has teen every last penny plus my soul (and you should see what 
inflation has done to thatj) to the Building Society, as well as all my 
fingernails while I peer desperately down the road seeking the miraculous 
appearance of a First Time Buyer, cash in hand, looking for a ’pleasant 
detached suburban house*.

In plain English then; I went ahead and bought this ’ere farmhouse 
(with its three acres and stream) before I’d sold my present house, for the, 
to me, overwhelming reason that it is a paranoid’s paradise, and I’d have 
missed it if I hadn’t. I mean - just consider. It is about 5 miles from 
the nearest village, up a road which causes most people to turn back long 
before they reach the farm ( and which dwindles into a hillside track a 
couple of hundred yards further on); it has its own water supply and septic 
tank: drainage and enough land to be just about self sufficient on (and, for 
Heavens sake, what’s wrong with a diet of water-cress, anyway?) All of 
which means that while the rest of you lot are busy being fried to a crisp 
by The Bomb or a Joseph Nicholas fanzine review,or polluted out of exist
ence by oil slicks, acid rain, poison dumpers, adulterated food and what- 
everthehell, I shall be cooling my feet in my mountain stream, idly sipping 
a jar of the finest homebrew ever brewed while I simultaneously browse 
through some choice item from my S-F library and compose a few deathless 
nuances and extempore extravaganzas for the latest issue of my exquisite 
fanzine. And the sun will be shining, too.

But as yet there is some little way to go before this vision achieves 
total realisation.

There is, for one thing, a slight matter of rising damp to be eliminated. 
Gone are the romantic, rose-scented days of 60 years ago when my father (to 
be) promised my mother (also to be) a fountain spraying perfume in the 
middle of the sitting-room (she never got it, and, to her dying day, she 
never forgave him.) Hazel will be delighted, not to say amazed, if we 
don111 have a fountain in any of the rooms. The neighbours, friendly folk 
to the last ferret, are ever ready to assist with local lore; "Used to be 
t'* driest ’ouse i’t’Dale did this till thut’ty year ago. Then there were 
this gurt brast up on t’ fellside and t’watter cumroaring down fill and 
were three feet deep in ’ere.” Well, it’s nice to know that one’s house 
has a singular and individual history, and one is, of course, delighted to 
realise that one will never be beset by all the dreadful problems which 
must have to be endured in desert conditions, but we worried a bit about the 
man from the famous national Damp-proofing Company who came to survey it 
for an estimate.

He was a middle-aged, bespectacled disillusionist who would have made 
Jonah sound like Kenny Everett, so that if he had actually prodded something 
into the wall and been knocked across the room by a jet of water that Jonah’s 
whale would have been proud of, we might have had difficulty in keeping 
straight faces. As it was, we feared that he might sustain a sprained 
wrist from the violent gyrations of the needle on his magic little whatcha- 
macallit that measures damp. He didn’t, and nor did he crack his face, 
but he concluded that we had damp in the walls. A man of scientific 



training obviously, who wanted, to "be sure of his 
facts - the crayfish doing pull-ups on the picture
rail had been good enough for us.

”How does £2000 sound to you?” he asked, end Xftk
once I’d convinced myself he was talking about the 
cost of the job and not making an affer for the 
house I allowed as how it didn’t sound too good and 
he went away showing rapturous signs of delight (he 
made a half-way amiable comment) that he wasn’t ever 
going to have to come near the place again. But it 
got us to thinking, Hazel and I. That is an impressive sounding phrase 
for "it got us to giggling, falling around and making faces at the sheep." 
We imagined the valley as one interconnected organic whole (that’s what 
reading Coleridge does for you) so that when the Damp Course jazzbos pumped 
their silicon whatsit under high pressure into the walls of the house, the 
house would remain unaffected but all the little caves and springs and 
resurgences and rills and gills for miles around would be blocked up and start 
to overflow. Or maybe, if it did work and seal the walls all the damp would 
be driven into one place and come spouting up out of the chimney like an 
artesian well. Then I got to wondering if we could do the job ourselves. 
Perhaps if we pumped really hard on a bicycle pump...but what would we use 
for filler? And then it came to me - Kaolin and Morphine! It does wonders 
for me the morning after some rotgut beer, so why shouldn’t it seal the walls 
up too? Only problem is it looks like being quite expensive, and they sure 
do look fumy at you in Boots the Chemists when you ask for five gallons of 
the stuff.

The wildlife, too, looks like providing a few hitherto—unlooked-for 
diversions. Oh, not just the ubiquitous herons which will empty the trout
pond (this is not an immediate problem as we haven’t yet got a trout—pond); 
nor yet the rabbits which will denude the extensive kitchen gardens (this 
problem, too, will take some time to develop its full dimensions for si mi ~l ar 
reasons); nay, nor the weasel, neither, which, with a smile on its face 
popped out to watch our early attempts at dry-stone walling. Indeed, it is 
not even the truly wild animals - at least, not the free-ranging sort - which 
worry us overmuch, though obviously some people feel that they are a force 
uO be reckoned with. The first reference to the area we managed to track 
dourn after buying the place, in Gordon Home’s YORKSHIRE, said ’Waldendale - 
so remote is this tiny dale that wild animals long extinct in other parts 
of the country have been seen here in comparatively recent times."

Phooey« Kid’s stuff. Animals with names like Thatcher and Reagan 
may give me the screaming meemies every which way from Christmas, but for

W Bradbury notwithstanding, I refuse to turn a hair; 
and the thought of sharing the local watering hole with Triceratops occ
asions little more than a polite yawn - a mere peccadillary to one who 
fearlessly asserted his intention, before a full Second Form of would-be 
accountants and engineers - and an enquiring headmaster - of being a 
’zoo superintendent’. Well may they have laughed; but with the latest
turn of that creaky old Wheel of Fortune I may yet have taken a giant 
step for zoo superintendency. For it turned out that most of the wild 
life was inside the house; and while Triceratops bugs me not a bug, what 
does bug me is bugs!



“Didn't your Surveyor tell you you’d got Furniture Beetle?" enquired 
the Laugh-a-M inute Damp-Proof Man. Peering roofward. with a half-expect
ation of themdropping on me in pairs, like jaguars, J. played right into 
his hands. "No," I riposted, "I don’t believe he did." His sneer reached 
the parts other sneers have never even heard of. After that every new visitor 
seemed to find the spoor of a different deadly insect and we looked like 
having to sleep with shotguns by the bed, until we found out that they were 
all names for the familiar, homely little old Woodworm. We were so 
relieved that we thought of putting him out a hit of especially tasty 
wood as a. special treat.

But all this talk of bold weevils and 
herons de-stocking the fishpond is no more 
than carping. The truly terrific thing 
about this property , I discovered some 
time back, is its potential. This is so 
outstanding that, in fact, you don’t even 
have to go near the place to appreciate 
it. It is a sort of exponential potent
ial; it continues to increase at a terri
fic rate even when one is just sitting 
in the pub. Now that! come to think of 
ft, it seems to increase especially when 
one is sitting in the pub. Let me give 
you some examples.

hill
fish 
our 
hot

There’s the pond, for one thing.
Clearly with a name like ’Walden*, the 
place must have a pond; a nice big pond 
fed by the stream coming down the 
side. This will be stocked with 
which will supply a large part of 
pure, self-sufficiency diet. On 
summer days we shall swim in it and then in the evenings sit on the seats 
around its edges quaffing beer from my pub (I’ll tell you about that in a 
minute) or rest under the spreading oaks and chestnuts (Oh, they don’t 
really take all that long to grow) swapping Dales stories with the old 
locals (well, yes, I know there’s only one other farm within walking dis
tance, but there’s bound to be Borne locals somewhere) as they tell me how 
perfectly my ale reproduces the very flavour of Ramsden’s Best Mild of 
sixty years ago. On Yoga and Buddhist study and retreat weekends (What? 
Oh, didn’t I? Oh well, I’ll get to that in a minute) the landscaped 
Japanese garden areas around the pond will provide a perfect setting for 
silent meditation; and when my brother comes over we shall be able to 
practise our commando-style initiative and survival exercises by crossing 
it on a raft of hot-water-bottles paddled by a table tennis bat.

The pub will be a re-creation of all the fine, basic, unassuming pubs 
of years gone by, now totally destroyed by the Big Breweries. The end 
pigsty will need cleaning out and a certain amount of conversion, but the 
ambience is just right. It won’t be licensed, of course - just a private 



pub with access by invitation to those people who would truly fit in to 
such a traditional setting. It will be small, of course, with the accent 
on cosiness, but there should he enough room for me and my brother as well 
as a barrel of homebrew and a few old pewter mugs.

_ The garage, fortunately, is plenty big enough to provide a Practice 
Hall for Hazel’s hatha yoga classes with the parties of advanced and con
genial students who will congregate (by invitation) on summer weekends, 
out on the lawn (which will be where the large muddy patch with the 
molehills is at present), or in the loft above the piggeries (once the 
leaning end wall has been straightened and the holes in the floorboards 
mended), which may also later become the Meditation Hall if the ex-bedroom 
eventually proves too small.

As for the land, well I’ve already hinted at the extensive kitchen 
gardens, Japanese Zen gardens , and watercourses. I think I’m going to 
leave the rest to your imagination. I believe in keeping things pretty 
secret until they are near to becoming a reality, and that could be two 
or three months yet.

But I don’t mind telling you this much - this house certainly got 
Potential . In fact, now that I think about it, that’s really what I 
bought it for.
**************** ********************************  ************* ************

tetris A
Residence? My story is mostly of 

moving between same. Give or take the 
odd stop over of less than 4 months, this 
is the 28th, place I’ve hung my hat and 
called Home. Started in the liar, always 
being re-evacuated or sent to stay with 
relatives in the country. Somehow I 
always managed to be back in London for 
the worst of each type of bombing (fire, 
HE, V1 & V2), and once in the HRAF got 
posted to an area having the worst winter 
in living memory,...My first stay of more 
than two years was in Huntingdonshire; 
stayed there for 5 years and acquired a

. husband and three children. Our first
Married Quarters was painted brown (chocolate, Airmen,.for the use of) and 
dark green. V/e cooked on a black-lead range, heated by a fire in the
living room; that is, those who were prepared to wait J hours for a verv 
small roast did,... J

We hocked everything and bought a Baby Belling; the quarters were due 
to be modernised so we soldiered on (or airmanned on, to be more precise) 
for anther three years with a wood-fire heated ’copper’....babies, sweaty 

®verythin& else for the laundering of, and Christmas puddings for 
the boiling of. Such modern inventions as the vacuum cleaner were of little 
use as there was only one power point in the house. Situated in th® living/ 



dining/everything else/room, to be ushd for an elebtric icon by those pampered 
wives who refused to use a Flat Iron (sharp creases for the making of) heated on 
the fire. It was also permitted to be used for radio or TV - one of our 
neighbours with pretensions actually had one of the picture-boxes.

As Airmen whre considered to be illiterate - you had to be a Warrant Officer 
before the Scale of Furnishing in Quarters included a Bookcase, Small, Married 
Quarters - stacking our books tidily in that small, all-purpose room was quite a 
problem. The children's toys, too, as they began to accumulate - children to 
the number of three, toys to a seemingly infinite number - we became very skilful 
with orange boxes. You weren’t imagining that there was room for more than a 
bed in the two bedrooms, were you? We did try storing the odd items under the 
beds, but as getting them out again could only be achieved by dismantling the bed, 
that wasn't such a good idea.

Funny thing...now that I've been in our very own house for seven years, with 
all modern cons., yet with a continuity of storage problems, I'm feeling very 
nostalgic about the old residence. Guess it's old age creeping on.

Or maybe it's time to move. 
*********************************************************************************

YOU WANT
TO BUY

A FLAT 
WHAT?

JON WALLACE

Home is where the heart is, or so they say. 
That's OK for most of us, but where does it leave 
those heart transplant patients? After all, their 
heart is, in all likelihood, sitting in a jar in 
some macabre pathology museum, between the section 
of brain from a microcephalic and the four-foot 
femur from a patient with gigantism, I keep getting 
flashes of these people prowling about the corridors 
of hospitals at night like vampires searching for 
a coffin-full of native earth before dawn, or that 
lascar in the story about his hand. Nope, it 
doesn’t sound right to me.

I've come to the conclusion that it should be
’’Home is where the heartH is.” The final 'h' in 

’hearth' was probably left out by some proverbial 
Faned too hard-pressed to proofread. Actually, my
second flat didn't even have a hearth, but my first 

did. It also had an inside toilet (yes, toilet, not bathroom). Not as strange as 
it sounds; the people upstairs from us didn't have an inside toilet, they had to 
share the one on the stairs with the rest of the pletty. ('Pletty' - untranslatable 
Dundee word, but it's a sort of open landing.) At that time we were getting
married, couldn't afford to buy, what with Alison still at university, and the 
Corporation showed no signs of offering us a house. (Ah, 197^1 Dundee was still run 
by a Corporation. It wasn't anglicised to 'Council' till later.) So we rented 
private. I've no idea what it's like to rent private unfurnished accomodation 
anywhere else, but in Dundee you take what you can get. We got Couper Street.

When we moved in, there 
The landlord hadn't done any

were fifteen families living 
improvements to the property

in twenty-four flats, 
since it was built in



the 189O's, and hadn't any intentions of doing any now, because he'd "been told that 
the Corporation were planning to slap a compulsory purchase notice on the whole 
thing.

Well, this suited us, it looked a quicker wayto get a corporation house than 
endless waits in the office only to be told no. I mean, if they knocked down our 
flat, then they have to rehouse us, otherwise we're homeless, right? Looks good 
on paper, but the corporation changed their corporate minds and didn't do it, the 
fiends; Now we were stuck. Gradually, the people round about us moved out. .
We didn't realise that the people next door were squatters, not until we woke up 
one morning and found them gone.

Things got quite depressing. Ah, the memories of those all-night parties that 
the folk upstairs used to have, the long, drunken conversations they used to have 
in the long, drunken queue for the outside toilet, punctuated at odd intervals by 
fights, and the loud, nerve-racking crash as beer bottles were hurled off of the 
pletty to destruction in the midden heap that used to have dustbins in it. I 
went to the Sanitary Department, who solemnly explained that the building couldn't 
be closed on health grounds, because there weren't enpugh people there to warrant 
the effort; They were more interested when I mentioned the rats, mind you. I 
don't know if that had anything to do with it, but soon after we were offered a flat 
in quite a good area, which we accepted posthaste.

Still, we were a little sad to move. The Coupar Street area had once been 
good. There were two or three privately owned houses in the Street. The owner 
of one of these, a lady of seventy, told me that once the whole street had taken a 
pride in itself — window boxes on the windows, brightly painted doors. And now the 
Corpration had told her that she'd have to move.

The bypass was never built, no longer needed. When Government policy changes 
(soon, please God) then Council houses may be built on the site. Meanwhile, Barratt 
are putting up a couple of boxes at one end and the old lady's house has been sold 
to some trendies who are in the process of doing it up. But two blocks of stone- 
built tenements, in reasonably good nick, suitable for modernising, are gone. 
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A ROSE IS ARISEN Extract of Chuck Harris (See Editorial)
"First off, the house was going up beautifully. Sue and I visited it every week

end and liked it more each time. Then, when it was almost completed, we found 
the wallpapererswere busy putting up horrible sheets full of cabbage roses instead of 
the contemporary polychromatic lightning flashes that old cultured me had chosen.

"Stop the pressing," I said, "You have gotten the wrong paper, mate." 
"Nuffink to do with me, tosh. Better see the foreman."
We find the foreman. "Wrong paper? No, guv, never slapped up the wrong paper in 

25 years." He gets the book out. "4I Storr Gardens, yerse, polychromatic lightning. 
45 Storr Gardens - rose garlands with festoons. 'Spect you've got the wrong house,guv,"

And we had, too. It may seem daft - all right, it is daft - but when you've only 
got a small map and a large field it's hard to spot the exact piece that belongs to 
you and we had been claiming ownership to the next pair of semi-det acheds instead of 
the right ones. Instead of this lovely house (marred only by the floral art) all we 
had was (and this is the honest truth) half a bomb crater on which they hadn't even 
started work.

_ We're getting married on September 9th. and until then I shall be keeping my 
.lingers crossed, hoping I'll have a threshold in time to carry the bride across. I 
shall look a right Charlie if it doesn't come off«•••*••.••...........,,**************



Did. I ever tell you about the time it 
rained for several days in my kitchen, which 
was kind of odd because I was living in the 
basement of a five-storey building?

That was a great apartment. I spent a good part of my New York life 
there. I moved in in October of I958, That’s one of the few dates I 
remember. I remember it because I wrote it on the wall next to the bed. 
At ni^it I could lie there and contemplate it before I turned the li^it 
out. I moved out in August (or was it September?) of I97I, But then, 
I had only taken it temporarily. I had wanted something larger. However, 
the rent of $35 a month for four rooms, gas and electricity, compared to 
the usual New York rent of the time ($150-up in the decent tenements and 
lofts. Twice that in apartments approved for human habitation) was too 
good to give up.

Actually, I am not sure whether it was really four rooms, or three 
rooms and a very large closet. Unfortunately, none of the rooms was a 
bathroom.

Anyway, the kitchen had these huge pipes running overhead, and every 
time the people in the next building flushed you could hear the rushing 
waters. But that wasn’t the source of the rain. It came straight from 
the ceiling. There was all this curled and flaking paint up there, and 
one day when I got home from work, each flake had a tiny droplet of water 
clinging to it. The drop would soon fall to be replaced by new drops, 
though there wasn’t a cloud in sigjit.

Since I didn’t even know my landlord’s name, let alone where to reach 
him in an emergency, I pitched a tent over the kitchen table, and waited 
until he showed up in the hallway, a day or two later. I showed him what 
was happening, and in a day or two more the rain stopped.

But the time of the downpour in the living room was different. That 
room had heat. An overhead radiator. One night as I was lying in bed 
( the living room was also the bedroom, and the den, and on rare occasions 
the formal dining room) I heard this strange pounding within the radiator. 
Like a huge steam piston being rammed back and forth, I think that’s just



what it was. After several horrendous thuds, the safety valve gave a 
gurgle and a spurt. I got a towel, leaped onto a chair and flung it over 
the valve. In a moment it was drenched and water was pouring by the 
bucketfull from it. I got a bucket and put under it. (What else?) It 
quickly filled. For quite a while I was busy ferrying buckets and pots 
of water from the living room to the kitchen, and empty ones back to 
put under the valve. Finally the deluge stopped, and I later learnt that 
what had happened was that somehow someone turned a wrong valve, and the 
water intake pipe got opened into the steam, pipe from the boiler.

Fortunately the only damage was to a small book of mediocre poetry 
and one soapstone dragon which lost a horn.

Then there was the time I decided to put asphalt tiles in the kitchen, 
I had traded a friend a used samovar (which I’d gotten from an abandoned 
apartment) for a couple of cartons of only sli^itly used tiles which I 
thought would be quite an improvement over the oft-enamelled linoleum, 
which had been hand—done in a sort of Jackson Pollack quite unintention
ally by the amateur artist who occupied the apartment before me. In 
front of the sink the floor felt a little mushy, so I picked up a couple 
of sheets of aircraft aluminium 
junk stores congregated in those 
over the soft spots. A friend 
and — much to our surprise — 
there was no floor under it.

on Canal Street (where all the surplus 
days) with the intention of putting them 
came over and we tore up the linoleum

We’d been planning to have 
dinner with a couple of other 
friends that evening, so I called 
up and told them that we’d be late 
as we were going out to get some 
wood to put in a floor, U. Don’t 
god my friend advised, asking what 
size wood we needed, I gave back 
dimensions, he went to check and 
soon delivered a trapezoid of 
plywood he just happened to have 
kicking around his apartment, 
which, with a single saw cut to 
remove a sharp point, fit perf
ectly in the floorless section 
of my kitchen.

The hard part was holding up 
the bathtub while we slid the 
floor under it.

Ah, those were the good old days!
************************************************ .fc****.^.**.^  **************** 
”SLAN SHACK An ancient dream of fans (well dating back to 1938, at least).

The idea is to have a place where fans live together, sharing 
expenses and bumming off one another, and where they can decorate the walls 
and halls appropriately and scatter their collections around...”

FANCYCLOPAEDIA II (Richard Eney)



HOne night at the 
Epicentre changed my 
whole view of fandom,n

WALT WILLIS

Random as an Environment

After the War, 
— as "being the

In I949 I left an eighteen-foot long grinding machine in a local factory 
to try selling hooks in Stoke Newington. This was a poor hut hustling part of 
London three or four miles north of the City. Its chief claim to fame (if you 
can call it that) was that before the War Sir Oswald Mosley used to lead his 
Fascist ’Blackshirts’ through there in an endeavour to provoke - or possibly 
..Tighten — the local Jewish residents, of whom there were many, 
it became still more famous in a very restricted circle - ours 
home of the Fantasy Book Centre, where I was going to work.

The IBO wasn’t entirely devoted to s-f and fantasy. Half the shelves bore 
mundane literature, and there was a thriving under-the-counter lending library 

ere, in that pre-enlightened age, Olympia Press books such as Lady Chafrt er ley’s 
Lover and Frank Harris's Life^ and Loves could be borrowed by literary devotees’7 
% * a, But tne main stock of the shop was Fantasy. We sent loads
°f ®riJ1Sh ho°ks to the US and received in return items from the specialist 
publishers - Fantasy Press, Gnome Press, and the like. FB,Q was unique in this country, 

dream^oZheivin * husiness was» for a Faan, a slightly commercialised 
uncertain and eipensi^r ^o^S^oun^orT^Xt^01”/611^ 
at the weekly London Circle".^ S°^e Wte* S inEXr^^omr 

±±nJ°:.,the fiOkl: Fi?ger Of Pste saia-TThSrthat for
older Km 1 waB sliEhtly a»ed. Although he was only a yearthe eLir>4oV In f“-^neration before me, having published a famine in 
early issuesof •scigoe^nts^we1 StrUgKlin® "ith a flat-^ ^plioator and the

Ken wasn’t a regilar visitor to the White Horse, but he did come that nioh+ 

sooner than anticipated,- l“ing the St'train So^ES’afterTl^ ^Oossibly 
»a= xtx sx Stt:: 2: ™

moved in’ aocomPanied ty tooks, magazines, a flat-bed duplicator 
srarvS s=d.:.--:.r.

that I published James White’s^irsdSiting^o^rno^BelfStV later
Si^fSTed Witlng f°r *“ “Jn^-an

and lots of enthusiasm.

a_ +w°UL1+JereStS coincided wi1;h and. complemented each others, so soon it seemed 
as though there was only one intensely active fan living- at the flat w t named the Epicentre, the centre of aAarth^ inSi^ J^btaXe around



which Things Happened. In later years Walt Willis in a fit of pique called it the 
Dead Centra of London fandom, "but I think he was just jealous. The gestalt Fan 
at the Epicentre I later detailed in Mai Ashworth’s Hem as ’’lazy, untidy, intensely 
interested in s—f (it owned a complete collection of pre-war s—f ’zines and many 
related items), Napoleon, astronomy, Pogo Possum, motor—racing, ships, inventing 
games more complicated than chess, writing s—f, darts, and the New Statesman and 
Nation.” '

The flat itself was reached by climbing several flights of increasingly murky- 
lit stairs until - if your strength and oxygen held out — you reached a landing 
where the passing years and coaldust — of which more later - had darkened every
thing to a featureless ‘brown. Ahead of you was a dark "brown kitchen door, which 
was once opened for several minutes when we had a gas leak, "but usually opened and 
closed in a blur of motion, so that we could Keep the Heat In. For it was cold 
outside. It always seemd colder than normal up there at the top of the house — 
I once came out of the kitchen "behind that door and found myself waist-deep in 
cloud as steam condensed around me - hut the temperature was due not to evil 
spirits or the altitude, hut just the lack of central heating and the economics of 
the situation. Book shop assistants were traditionally poorly paid — the sheer 
pleasure of working with something you love is deemed to he sufficient, and Ken was 
a rep. for an ill-paying paper company. He took his joh seriously. When letters 
came in and he got to them ahead of me, he’d hold a page up to the light to examine 
the watermark, then tear off a small corner to examine the fibre...all this before 
reading the letter. So we lived in the kitchen with the oven on most of the time 
and no other heating - we couldn’t afford it.

Several fan writers in the early Fifties tried describing the Epicentre and 
especially the kitchen, the scene of most social activities. Most, including Bob 
Shaw, found the magnitude - or maybe the sheer epic grandeur - of the place beyond 
their capabilities. It was, for instance, called ’crowded’. You can’t satisfy 
some people. There was this twelve -by-eight feet room, containing Ken and myself 
and three chairs — one for a typewriter. There was a table, the oven, sundry 
cupboards and shelves, a ’dresser’, and yards of orange wire strung across the 
ceiling in an endeavour to pick up AFN (American Forces Network) which was for a 
period broadcasting Dimension X, a well-thought-of s-f series, I think there was 
a kitchen sink...yes, I’m pretty sure there was, 
as Chuck Harris was helping us wash up once and 
dropped a cup on to the duplicator...I was picking 
out china chips for months afterwards. Visitors 
to the flat had to sit on the table - if there 
wasn’t a duplicator and piles of paper on it - 
or the oven, or the dresser, or, after clearing 
stacks nf books, magazines and correspondence 
away, any other flat surface available. Naturally 
it got crowded when three or four fans decided to 
visit us at the same time.

at either end of the 
much spare space, 
furniture - which

We each had a bedroom, 
landing, but we didn’t have 
Ken had a whole houseful of 
he’d inherited — stored in those rooms, including 
dozens of plates, cups, saucers and other kitchen 
ware, most of the latter, except for the frying 
pans, being unused.



There was also a small room partitioned, off my bedroom, which we named the 
Chamber of Horrors — it tended to have spiders and mice — which housed thohe 
parts of our collections not being currently read, old copies of Vom and Nirvana, 
books on Napoleon, back copies of the New Statesman, and the remnants of at least 
two libraries from defunct fan organisations, the Cosmos Club and the British 
Fantasy Society, Officially, SFN was the organ of the Science Fantasy Society, 
the only nation-wide s-f club in the country, and as the editor I fell heir to all 
these hoarded treasures, plus books and ’zines donated by Don Ford and other kindly 
US, fans to dollar—less UK s—f readers. We spent a lot of time looking for fans 
who would act as official librarians and take these treasures from us.

For, as time passed, fans were getting organised in various parts of the UK,- 
Dave Cohen, Eric Bentcliffe and Terry Jeeves in the Manchester area, Norman Shorr- 
ocks and John Roles and others in Liverpool, etc, etc,, and contact with/filling 
the needs of/ neofans was being taken care of all over. Like the cheerfully 
anarchic London Circle itself, we, the only publishing fans in the London area, 
found organisation boring. True, I was in the happy position of being able to 
read the Bookseller and all the professional publisher’s blurbs for mention of 
forthcoming s—f, and garner it for SFN, but fanning for fun was a lot more to our 
taste and we were envious of our unfettered correspondents such as the Belfast 
trio of Willis, White and Shaw, or Lee Hoffman in Georgia, or Roger Dard in 
A ustralla, etc etc.

In an endeavour to ease our fannish work, we expanded our hardware side, and 
the Epicentre soon had even more fanstuff; I bought another typewriter to replace 
the one my grandfather had given me in 1936 - it was old then - and Ken saw and 
bought a Rotary Cyclostyle, otherwise known as a No, 6 Gestetner Duplicator, 
Striving as I’d been with a flatbed, the No,6 amazed me with its technical inno
vations, LookJ You turned this handle three times and it fed paper under the 
stencil-covered rollers to be printed! Quite often one sheet at a time, too’ 
It was only recently that I saw this same machine illustrated in a book on 
duplicating published in 1917j but it was a good if cranky friend over the years 
and was recently used for green inked illos, in Terry Hill’s Microwave. Still 
m use too is a 4’ x 3’ x 10” glass-fronted bookcase which we conveyed to the 
Epicentre on a bicycle,...0,,,

The Society was, of course, useful in finding a ready made readership of 
Convention literature; it contacted fans who contributed to the general good, such 
as one Paul Enever, who’d been the Treasurer of a British fan club (in Hayes 
Middlesex) in 1932, and who later brought out one of the better of the mid-’50’s 
fanzines, Orion; it enabled me to arrange a storm of letters to the publishers of 
the British Reprint Edition of Astounding S—F (now Analog)when they hiked their 
price by some absurd percentage, and it enabled me, personally, to attend some 
professional press shows of films such as War of the Worlds and The Thing from

‘the SFS was taking up..valuable time. Time when we could,
for instance, be inventing The Game. ’

This was a long, long time before Dungeons and Dragons - it was a long time 
before many things, including Doctor Who, Star Trek and satellites in orbit - but 
we felt the need for something more than just reading s-f. We wanted to play it. 
After an abortive attempt by Ken to update the old’Battleship’game, which l£d“to 
us sitting with our backs to each other for three evenings calling out strings of 
numbers, we decided that what we wanted was a board game to out-Monopoly Monopoly, 



involve interplanetary travel, be addictive and - you’ll notice this is put last 
because that’s how Us True Fans think, MAKE US LOTS OF MONEY. Ted Tubb -* not at 
that time even a submitter of mss. to editors - joined in with great enthusiasm, 
as did Jim Ratigan, a fan whose ambitions to be an s-f artist died after he^d had 
a few covers on Nebula S-F in after years. With all this talent available, how 
could we fail? We spent hour after hour at the Epicentre constructing and dis
carding various boards and methods of playing.

We finally had a board showing elliptical orbits between planets in each 
corner of the board, with little cardboard spaceships plying between them bearing 
saleable goods and diminishing fuel. At least, that was the general idea. We
tinkered and tinkered and stumbled off to our beds at 3am. on Sunday mornings - 
most sessions were held on weekends due to the sheer length of the Game— with our 
minds full of ways of uncomplicating the rules. Weekday evenings were sometimes 
devoted to planning new rules for the following weekend.....

Time staggered on. Ken left the paper firm and became a rep, for a small 
company run by a mundane friend; the latter had invented a comprehensive copy
holder for typists. The world wasn't ready for it; Ken had a difficult time. 
My own career - if you could call it that- also altered. Frank Cooper, a hollow
cheeked, gaunt middle-aged man who owned Fantasy Book Centre was a confirmed 
Marxist whose interest in s—f, I came to think, sprang from the number of stories 
which depicted either the joys or the horrors (1984) of a Communistic future. In 
a few short months he came to realise that my major interest in books, s-f and 
mundane, was in their contents, not their profit margin. He hived me off 
("glorious opportunity") to an acquaintance who’d made some quick money in real
estate - a somewhat dubious area in post-war years - and who wanted to improve his 
personal image by opening a chain of bookshops across London. Also, possibly to 
make another fortune by cornering the market in publisher’s remainders. My job 
was to go to the chosen site,arrange the windows and internal layout, train an 
assistant to the point of taking charge, then move on to another site. It was an 
offer I couldn’t refuse.

Frank. Cooper did have one major effect on British s-f, as well as my own 
life. I introduced him to the London Circle just when publication of Britain’s 
only prozine, New Worlds, was in danger, and Frank’s business knowledge helped to 
launch a fan—financed company which helped to keep the ’zine going for some time 
until it was absorbed into a professional firm. He was also instrumental in 
launching a short-lived ’International Fantasy Award’ which pre-dated the ’Hugo*.

So I trekked across London to work, and the journeys from the Epicentre 
became tiresome, but the contrast between the mundane world and the flat made it 
worth while. Aside from my friendship with Ken, the sheer ambience of the place
was terrific. When they built Drayton Park, as I remarked once, it must have been
a really high class slum, but it had gone downhill since. One reason was that one 
side of the road was bounded by a high wall, beyond which was acre after acre of 
coal , interspersed with the railway lines which enabled it to be dumped
ne^1^ On 0Ur d°ors"teP in ’the literal sense. Day and night, winter and summer, 
soft flurries of coaldust were blown over the wall against our windows - whieh 
were kept tightly closed. In fact, it was two years before I discovered that all 
the sash cords were rotted and broken. We kept warm, though. We also kept well- 
fed, after a fashion. . Ken shopped on Saturdays for bacon, beans, sausages, tom
atoes and other fryable items. Horrified by our reports of this diet, John
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^M^Wmah, who’d run the London 1948 Convention single-handed and contracted Nydahl’s 
disease, never actifanning again, came over one night a week for a time to bring 
us. vegetables and other sources of Vitamin C, and to play chess after, dinner. As 
we had Ken’s supply of china to draw on, we worked out that it was time saving to 
do all our washing up on one day per week — usually Sunday morning, when there 
might be overnight guests to help. We couldn’t make the... wives of visiting fans 
see the beautiful logic of this. >

We finally cut the throat of the SFS after consulting Ken Slater, whose baby 
it was, and whose tremendous contributions to post-war fandom are now overlooked. 
We kept on SEN as a private ’zine. Looking back on it, we may have offended some 
obscure Ghods, as Things Happened for a few months with increasing rapidity. S-f 
started to boom. Some truly awful trash was published. Bert Campbell, editor 
of Authentic S-F and Panther pocket books, said ttl’m getting terribly amateur s-f 
submitted - why don’t you two, with your knowledge of the field, have a go?U- 
Ken was enthusiastic, I was less so. More time away from fanning ? We went into 
that little Epicentre kitchen, produced a synopsis and first chapter which were 
approved, and finished 40,000 words, writing alternate chapters. It didn’t seem 
to me to be the basis of a career, but Ken had hopes.

At about this time the erstwhile estate agent tired of his bookshops and sold 
them to buy a hotel. I was out of a job, as was Ted Carnell, editor of New Worlds 
who also worked for the man. We attempted to interest a bank in loaning us cash 
to run our own shop. Our practically unrivalled knowledge of pro & fan worlds 
didn’t impress them. We went to work for the same office stationers in the heart 
of London (and a quarter mile from that year’s Con. Hotel, which was handy.) At 
the stationers I met a long term Communist who’d produced hundreds of duplicated 
’zines, and obtained much valuable information which I circulated in a chain-’zine 
entitled Duplicating Without Tears. Ted Carnell left to work for the new publish
ers of New Worlds. The Communist got fired and left my life. I got fired, had 
a three—month try—out with a printing firm for whom Ted Tubb worked, and they 
didn’t want to know. I decided that pro. writing was better than working for a 
living and didn’t bother to look for another job.

So the Epicentre became the centre of my life, day and night. Ken and I 
wrote a second 40,000 worder (each taking one half of this epic), which also sold, 
but I couldn’t satisfy myself on anything I wrote on my own. I did odd things — 
a far. column for a totally undistinguished s—f ’zine, bits and pieces — but fanning 
was fatally interesting; I was writing material for almost every fanzine in the 
country, and eventually won TAFF, which was hardly fair as I was practically 
fanning full time. If my savings had run out I might have buckled down to serious 
work, but I lived cheap. Even the fact that bits of the Epicentre ceilings had 
started to fall down (could it have been the vibration from the typewrite!?) only 
added to the dream—like atmosphere in which I lived.

But reality started to break through. There was a regular Army Tech.Sergeant 
ran, Hoh Buckmuster , who’d married one of the first feminine British fans, Daphnei 
They’d met through fandom. Ron had a very pretty sister, Pamela. She was curious 
about these odd people, s—f fans, and Ron brought her to a London Circle meeting, 
Ken fell for her. In dumb sympathy more Epicentre ceiling fell _ in fact it 
became a running (or falling) gag as various people reported trouble with their own 
ceilings; you couldn’t be a fan unless your ceiling was falling down. But Pamela 
didn’t approve of the way we lived. Who would? It was obvious that with the 
ceilings up there and Pamela down here — or vice-versa— it was time for me to go 
I moved back to Welling. The Epicentre episode lasted just under three years, *


